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OF THE INDUS PEOPLE 



STRDCTDRE OF THE LANGUAGE, INFLEXIONAL CHARACTER - VOWEL 

SIGNS & CASE ENDINGS, NUMBER, GENDER : 

As most Indus words correspond in form and meaning to 

the words in the Uq. Veda and in some cases with the 

Avestan, it is possible to identify the Indus language. To 

identify a language it is necessary to examine its structure 

and ascertain whether it is an agglutinative or inflexional 

language. Rao has pointed out that though there are sentences 

in which a connecting link between words is not traceable, 

for example, maha-saka-ty (=tra), maha 'great powerful 

saviour chief (or great)" conveying the meaning 'greatly 

powerful saviour and chief, it is equally true that in 

several inscriptions the inflexional suffixes of nominal 

stems are clearly traceable, for example, pa, pa-"3, pa-ae and 

pa-ha, pa='protector' , pa-a = 'from protector' pa-ae = 'to 

protector', pa-ha = 'of protector'. Similarly, Paka 

'guardian', Paka-"a = 'from guardian' paka-ae - 'to guardian' 

(1) and paka-ha = 'of guardian' 

( 2 ) According to Rao while evaluating compound signs 

consisting of two consonants and a vowel, the order in which 

they are joined should form the basis of pronunciation, e.g. 

p+p+a+t = ppat. The '1/' si qn had the value 'a' of zero 

degree and its accented forms are read a_j_ 'a_j_ ae, and ao. It 

is not unlikely that the signs for 'ae' and 'ao' also 

represented the vowels 'e' and 'o'. There was a seperate sign 

for 'ay' which perhaps represented 'i'• The terminal vowels, 
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diphthongs and voiced laryngeals serving as suffixes can be 

recognized easily when the preceding consonant has a vowel 

indicator e.g. in baka-'a, where a. is a suffix and in baka-ha, 

ha is a suffix. The aspirates of all consonantal signs were 

formed by attaching the voiced laryngeal (h) sign, e.g. k + h 

Kh, a + h = ah, E + h = Ell etc. Only two nasals namely n 

(dental), and m (labial) were in use. When two 'fish' signs 

were written together it is likely that one of them stood for 

/ f t 

^ and other for ŝ  as in Sa-sa = Sasa = 'ruler' . In Harappan 

Script there were three laryngeals one (h) of which was 

voiced and two (̂ , J;̂) were unvoiced but in Late Harappan 

Script only two signs were retained. 

Morphia Structure: 

Rao has compared stretching of vowels especially a. into 

^ in Harappan language with similar formation in the Avestan 

languages. He is also of the opinion that a single letter in 

an Indus inscription such as ba, ra may convey full meaning. 

For example, pa conveys the sense of 'protect' or 'protector' 

and i-a_ 'bestow' or 'bestower'. When r_a follows £a in an 

inscription to form a compound word, it literally means 

•protection bestower', that is 'bestower of protection'. But 

when they together form a single word para the meaning would 

be 'beyond, supreme'. 

An important question posed by the Indus language is 

whether it should be treated as agglutunative or inflexional. 

There are some sentences in which a connecting link between 
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words is not traceable, for example, maha-saka-ty (tya) maha 

'great powerful saviour chief conveying the meaning 'greatly 

powerful saviour and chief. But there are also some 

inscriptions where the inflexional suffixes of nominal stems 

are clearly traceable, for example, paka-ae-baka-'a 'to 

guardian from baka' Sada-ha 'of (the) eminent' etc. So we 

should not think that the Indus language is an agglutinative. 

It is a inflexional language. 

Case - endings : 

According to Rao, only three cases namely, instrumental, 

dative and genitive which are however, the primary ones, were 

developed in Indus language where as the old Indo-Aryan and 

( 3 ) the Avestan retained the eight cases of the Indo-European 

A limited comparison between the Hittite and Indus 

suffixes is also possible. The former used a_s or u^ for 

genitive whereas the latter used ah/ha/aha. For example, 

Baka-aha, Baka-ha, Baka-h etc. The dative singular of 'a stems 

in Hittite ends in i^ or e. In Indus language, too it ends in 

ae. The Hittite instrumental ends in it, but the Indus in â  as 

( 5 ) in Old-Indo-Aryan 

The Avestan and Old-Indo-Aryan inherited the Indo-

European Gender system (masculine, feminine and neuter) and 

the three numbers, singular, dual and plural. But Rao says 

that there is no indication of Gender and number in the Indus 

language. In that case can we consider the Indus language as 
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the forerunner of the Old-Indo-Aryan, that is, Proto-Aryan 

language. 

The Indo-European languages belong to an inflexional 

class, but the inflexion of words did not exist from the very 

beginning. This was a slow process spread over centuries. 

{ 7 ) 
Karl Brugmann said, " We have to presuppose a period in 

which suffixal elements were not yet attached to words. The 

word forms of this period are called roots and the space of 

time prior to inflexion is called the root-period. It dates 

much fui"ther back than that stage of development whose word-

forms we are able to deduce by a comparison of the separate 

Indo-Germanic groups of languages. This stage is usually 

simply called the Indo-Germanic (Indo-European) parent 

language". 

Hittite has been considered to be the earliest Indo-

European language attested by single words by about 1800 B.C. 

Prof. Kammenhuber said that 'for the reconstruction of 

Proto-Indo-European and for the question of the original 

home, the most important evidences, according to expositions 

made to date, prove to be Greek, Indo-Iranian, Armenian and 

Hittite - Luvian, whose first stage even within Indo-European 

was more removed from the other three languages'. If 

( 4 ) Hittite was in use by 1800 B.C. and had already been 

separated from the proto-Indo-European, there is every 

possibility of another Indo-European language such as 

Harappan also having separated itself from the parent (Proto 

Indo - European) language still earlier. The Harappan 
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language, perhaps an earlier form of the Indo-Iranian, seems 

to have separated itself from the parent (Proto-Indo-

European) long before the Hittite did and developed its own 

script in the Indus Valley and its neighbourhood, including 

thife Afghan Baluch border, where the use of Indus signs has 

been attested in the early Bronze Age sites excavated by 

. ^ (9) Fairservis Jr. 

From the structural analysis it appears that the Indus 

language was in the transition stage between the root suffix 

periods. The Harappan nominal stem.g were derived by the 

addition of suffix to a root, as in the Vedic language 

The Indus language is not a language of suffixes as 

(11) contended by Bongard Levin and his associates. On this 

assumption they have argued that it can not belong to the 

family of Indo - European language. But there are some 

inscription which go to prove that the Indus language had 

prefixes also, for example, 

trippta arka = pleased arka seal no. 23 Vats 

Saha pa = Able protector, seal no. 76 Vats 

Sama bhaga = Peaceful God, seal no. 312 Vats 
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